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Abstract
A major problem associated with risk management is that it is

very hard to identify the main resource of risk taken, especially in a
large and complex portfolio. This is due to the fact that the risk of
individual securities in the portfolio, measured by most of the widely
used risk measures such as standard deviation and value-at-risk, don�t
sum up to the total risk of the portfolio. Although the risk measure of
beta in the Capital Asset Pricing Model seems to survive this major
de�ciency, it su¤ers too much from other pitfalls to become a satis-
factory solution. Risk attribution is a methodology to decompose the
total risk of a portfolio into smaller terms. It can be applied to any
positive homogeneous risk measures, even free of models. The problem
is solved in a way that the smaller decomposed units of the total risk
are interpreted as the risk contribution of the corresponding subsets
of the portfolio. We present here an overview of the methodology of
risk attribution, di¤erent risk measures and their properties.

�S. Rachev�s research was supported by grants from Division of Mathematical, Life
and Physical Sciences, College of Letters and Science, University of California at Santa
Barbara and the Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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1 Introduction

The central task of risk management is to locate the main source of risk and
�nd trading strategies to hedge risk. But the major problem is that it is
very hard to identify the main source of risk taken, especially in a large and
complex portfolio. This is due to the fact that the risk of individual securities,
measured by most of the widely used risk measures such as standard deviation
and value-at-risk, don�t sum up to the total risk of the portfolio. That is,
while the stand-alone risk of an individual asset is very signi�cant, it could
contribute little to the overall risk of the portfolio because of its correlations
with other securities. It could even act as a hedge instrument that reduces
the overall risk. Although the risk measure of beta in the Capital Asset
Pricing Model(CAPM) survives the above detrimental shortcoming (i.e. the
weighted sum of individual betas equals the portfolio beta), it su¤ers from
the pitfalls of the model on which it is based. Furthermore, beta is neither
translation-invariant nor monotonic, which are two key properties possessed
by a coherent risk measure that we discuss later in section 4.2. Except for
the beta, the stand-alone risk measured by other risk measures provide little
information about the composition of the total risk and thus give no hint on
how to hedge risk.
Risk attribution is a methodology to decompose the total risk of a port-

folio into smaller units, each of which corresponds to each of the individual
securities, or each of the subsets of securities in the portfolio.1 The methodol-
ogy applies to any risk measures, as long as they are positively homogeneous
(see de�nition 3.2). Risk measures having better properties than beta but
not additive are now remedied by risk attribution. The problem is solved in
a way that the smaller decomposed units of the total risk can be interpreted
as the risk contribution of the corresponding sub-portfolios. After the pri-
mary source of the risk is identi�ed, active portfolio hedging strategies can
be carried out to hedge the signi�cant risk already taken.
It is worthwhile to mention that we assume there exits a portfolio already

before the risk attribution analysis is taken. This pre-existing portfolio could
be a candidate of or even an optimized portfolio. But this is counterintuitive
since the optimized portfolio is supposed to be the �best� already and it

1Mina(2002) shows that the decompostion can be taken according to any arbiturary
partition of the portfolio. The partition could be made according to active investment
decisions, such as sector allocation and security selection. For example, the partition
could be made by countries, sectors or industries.
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seems unnecessary at all to re-examine it. Why shall we bother? The answer
to this question is the heart of risk hedging. Investors are typically risk averse
and they don�t feel comfortable when they �nd out through risk attribution
that the major risk of their optimized portfolios is concentrated on one or
few assets. They are willing to spend extra money on buying �nancial insur-
ance such as put and call options in order to hedge their positions of major
risk exposure. Furthermore, Kurth et al. (2002) note that optimal portfolios
are quite rare in practice, especially in credit portfolio management. It is
impossible to optimize the portfolio in one step, even if the causes of bad
performance in a credit portfolio have been located. It is still so in gen-
eral portfolio management context because of the rapid changes of market
environment. Traders and portfolio managers often update portfolio on a
daily basis. Successful portfolio management is indeed a process consisting
of small steps, which requires detailed risk diagnoses, namely risk attribution.
The process of portfolio optimization and risk attribution can be repeatedly
performed until the satisfactory result is reached.
There are certainly more than one risk measure that are proposed and

used by both the academics and practitioners. There has been a debate about
which risk measures are more appropriate ([3] and [4]). While the basic idea
of decomposing the risk measure is the same, the methods of estimating and
computing the components could di¤erentiate a lot for di¤erent risk mea-
sures. We give a close look at these risk measures and show their properties.
The pros and cons of each risk measure will hopefully be clear.
In the next section, we brie�y examine beta in the Capital Asset Pricing

Model developed by Sharpe and Tobin. Although beta can be a risk mea-
sure whose individual risk components sum up to the total risk, the model
in which it lives in is under substantial criticism. The rejection of the ques-
tionable beta leads us to seek for new tools of risk attribution. In Section 3,
under a general framework without specifying the function forms of the risk
measures, the new methodology of di¤erentiating the risk measures is pre-
sented . Di¤erent risk measures are introduced in Section 4. The methods of
calculating derivatives of risk measures follows in Section 5. The last section
concludes the paper and gives light to future studies.
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2 What is wrong with beta?

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is a corner stone of modern �-
nance. It states that when all investors have the same expectation and the
same information about the future, the expected excess return of an asset
is proportional to the risk, measured by beta, of the asset. This simple yet
powerful model can be expressed mathematically as follows:

E[Ri]�Rf = �i(E[RM ]�Rf ) (1)

where Ri is the random return of the ith asset, Rf is the return of the riskless
asset and RM is the random return of the market portfolio, which is de�ned
as the portfolio consisting of all the assets in the market. Beta �i is de�ned
as the ratio of the covariance between asset i and the market portfolio and
the variance of the market portfolio.

�i =
Cov(Ri; RM)

�2M
(2)

As so de�ned, beta measures the responsiveness of asset i to the movement
of the market portfolio. Under the assumption that agents have homoge-
neous expectations and information set, all investors will combine some of
the riskless asset and some of the market portfolio to form their own optimal
portfolios. Therefore beta is a measure of risk in CAPM. It is easy to �nd
out that the weighted sum of individual betas in a portfolio equals the beta
of the portfolio, i.e.

�P =
NX
i=1

wi�i (3)

where wi is the portfolio weight, i.e. the percentage of wealth invested in
asset i: We can identify the main source of risk by examining the values of
betas. The largest weighted beta implies that asset contributes most to the
total risk of the portfolio. Then risk attribution seems easy in the CAPM
world.
However, the CAPM and beta have been criticized for their over sim-

plicity and not being representative about the real world we live in. The
famous Roll�s critique(1977) asserts that the market portfolio is not observ-
able and the only testable implication about CAPM is the e¢ ciency of the
market portfolio. Another representative challenge is the paper by Fama
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Figure 1: beta and long-run average return are not correlated.

and French(1992). They �nd some empirical evidence showing that beta and
long-run average return are not correlated. (See Figure 1) There are a lot of
other similar papers. But we don�t attempt to give an extensive survey of
the CAPM literature. The point we want to make is that beta, as well as the
CAMP that it is based on, is too controversial for us to reply on, especially
when there exists an alternative tool to develop risk attribution techniques.

3 Risk Attribution-The Framework

Risk attribution is not a new concept. The term stems from the term "return
attribution" or "performance attribution", which is a process of attributing
the return of a portfolio to di¤erent factors according to active investment
decisions. The purpose is to evaluate the ability of asset managers. The
literature on return attribution or performance attribution started in the
60s,2 when mutual funds and pension funds were hotly debated. Whereas the
literature on risk attribution, which is related to return attribution, didn�t
start until the mid 90�s. Risk attribution di¤ers from return attribution

2See Fama (1972) for a short review.
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in two major aspects. First, as is clear from their names, the decomposing
objectives are risk measures for the former and returns for the latter. Second,
the latter uses historical data and thus is ex-post while the former is an ex-
ante analysis.
The general framework of decomposing risk measures was �rst introduced

by Litterman (1996), who uses the fact that the volatility, de�ned as the
standard deviation, of a portfolio is linear in position size. His �nding is
generalized to risk measures that possess this property, which we call later
positive homogeneity. We shall formally de�ne the general measure of risk.
We assume there are N �nancial assets in the economy. Let (
;F ; P )

be a probability space. Let G be a set of random variables which are F-
measurable. The N � 1 random vector R is the return vector in which the
ith element Ri is the random return of asset i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N . Let the
N � 1 vector m 2 RN be the vector of portfolio positions where the ith
element mi is the amount of money invested in asset i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N: A
portfolio is represented by the vector m and the portfolio random payo¤ is
X = m0R 2 G: All returns belong to some time interval �t and all positions
are assumed to be at the beginning of the time interval.

De�nition 3.1 A risk measure is a mapping � : G ! R.

De�nition 3.2 A risk measure is homogeneous of degree � if �(kX) =
k��(X); for X 2 G , kX 2 G and k > 0:3

We are more interested in risk measures which have the property of posi-
tive homogeneity because this is one of the properties possessed by the class
of coherent measures, which we de�ne in the next section. In Litterman�s
framework, positive homogeneity plays a central role in decomposing risk
measures into meaningful components. When all position sizes are multi-
plied by a common factor k > 0, the overall portfolio risk is also multiplied
by this common factor. As we can see from the following proposition that
each component can be interpreted as the marginal risk contribution of each
individual asset or a subset of assets in the portfolio from small changes in
the corresponding portfolio position sizes.

3Some authors use the term positive homogeneity for simplicity to mean the case when
� = 1; i.e. the risk measure is homogeneous of degree one. But this term can cause
confusion in some cases thus is not adopted in this paper.
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Proposition 3.3 (Euler�s Formula) Let � be a homogeneous risk measure
of degree � . If � is partially di¤erentiable with respect to mi; i = 1; : : : ; N;

4

then

�(X) =
1

�
(m1

@�(X)

@m1

+ � � �+mN
@�(X)

@mN

) (4)

Proof. Consider a mapping � : RN ! G and �(m) = m0R; for m 2 RN :
Then �(X) = � � �(m); where � � � is a composite mapping: RN ! G ! R:
Homogeneity of degree � implies that for k > 0;

�(kX) = � � �(km) = k�� � �(m) = k��(X) (5)

Taking the �rst-order derivative with respect to k to equation (5), we have

d�(kX)

dk
=

@� � �(km)
@km1

m1 + � � �+
@� � �(km)
@kmN

mN

= k��1(
@�(X)

@m1

m1 + � � �+
@�(X)

@mN

mN) = �k
��1�(X)

Deviding both sides of the above equation by k��1 gives the result.

In particular, we are more interested in the case when � = 1, since most
widely used risk measures fall into this category. The above proposition
(known as the Euler�s Formula) is fundamental in risk attribution. It fa-
cilitates identifying the main source of risk in a portfolio. Each component
mi

@�(X)
@mi

; termed as the risk contribution of asset i, is the amount of risk
contributed to the total risk by investing mi in asset i. The sum of risk
contributions over all securities equals the total risk. If we rescale every risk
contribution term by 1

�(X)
; we should get the percentage of the total risk

contributed by the corresponding asset.
The term @�(X)

@mi
is called marginal risk which represents the marginal

impact on the overall risk from a small change in the position size of asset i,
keeping all other positions �xed. If the sign of marginal risk of one asset is
positive, then increasing the position size of the asset by a small amount will
increase the total risk; If the sign is negative, then increasing the position

4Tasche (1999) has a slightly more general assumption. He shows that if the risk
measure is ��homogeneous, continuous and partially di¤erentiable with respect tomi; i =
2; : : : ; N; then it is also di¤erentiable with respect to m1:
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size of the asset by a small amount will reduce the total risk. Thus the asset
with negative marginal risk behaves as a hedging instrument.
But there is one important limitation of this approach ([16]). The decom-

position process is only a marginal analysis, which implies that only small
changes in position sizes make the risk contribution terms more meaningful.
For example, if the risk contribution of asset one�in a portfolio consisting of
only two assets�is twice that of asset two, then a small increase in the position
of asset one will increase the total risk twice as much as the one caused by the
same amount of increase in asset two�s position. However, it doesn�t imply
that removing asset one from the portfolio will reduce the overall risk by 2/3.
In fact, the marginal risk and the total risk will both change as the position
size of asset one changes. This is because of the de�nition of marginal risk.
Only if an increase (say "1) in asset one�s position size is small enough, the
additional risk, or incremental risk,5 can be approximated by @�(X)

@m1
"1:

6 The
larger "1 is, the poorer the approximation would be. Removing asset one
entirely represents a large change in the position size and thus the approach
is not suitable in this situation.
This limitation casts doubt on the philosophy of risk attribution. The

main questions are:

1. Is each of the decomposed terms in (4) really an appropriate represen-
tation of the risk contribution of each individual asset?

2. If dropping the asset with most risk contribution won�t even help, what
do we do in order to reduce the overall risk?

We don�t answer the second question for now. It may be found in exam-
ining the interaction and relationship between risk attribution and portfolio
optimization, which is a topic for future studies.
To answer the �rst question, two author�s work are worth mentioning.

Tasche (1999) shows that under a general de�nition of suitability, the only
representation appropriate for performance measurement is the �rst order
partial derivatives of the risk measure with respect to position size, which
is exactly the marginal risk we de�ne. Denault (2001) applies game theory

5We de�ne the incremental risk as the di¤erence between the total risk after changing
the composition of a portfolio and the total risk before the change. Note that some authors
(cf. [20]) de�ne the risk contribution mi

@�(X)
@mi

as the incremental risk.
6A Taylor series expansion can be performed to yield this result ([11]).
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to justify the use of partial derivatives of risk measures as a measure of risk
contribution. We hereby brie�y discuss the approach by Tasche ([28]).
The approach is more like an axiomatic one, that is, to �rst de�ne the uni-

versally accepted and self-evident properties or principles the object possess,
then to look for "candidates" which satisfy the pre-determined criterion.7

In his attempt to de�ne the criterion, Tasche makes use of the concept of
"Return on Risk-Adjusted Capital"(RORAC), which has been used a lot in al-
locating banks�capital. RORAC is de�ned as the ratio between some certain
measure of pro�t and the bank�s internal measure of capital at risk.([19]) In
our notation, the portfolio�s RORAC should be E[mR]

�(X)�E[m0R] ; where E[mR] is
the expected payo¤ of the portfolio and �(X) � E[m0R] is the economic
capital, which is the amount of capital needed to prevent solvency at some
con�dence level. For every unit of investment (i.e. the position size equals 1),
the RORAC of an individual asset i (or per-unit RORAC of asset i) can be
denoted by E[Ri]

�(Ri)�E[Ri] ; where �(Ri) is the risk measure of asset i per unit of
position i. The RORAC is very similar to the Sharpe ratio, which measures
the return performance per unit of risk. If the RORAC of capital A is greater
than that of capital B, then capital A gives a higher return per unit of risk
than B and thus has a better performance than B; and vice versa. Tasche de-
�nes that the measure suitable for performance measurement should satisfy
the following conditions:

i) If, for every unit of investment, the amount E[Ri]
ai(X)�E[Ri]

8 is greater than
that of the entire portfolio, then investing a little more in asset i should
enhance the performance (measured by RORAC) of the entire portfo-
lio, and reducing the amount invested in asset i should decrease the
RORAC of the entire portfolio; In mathematical expressions, this is
equivalent to

E[Ri]

ai(X)� E[Ri]
>

E[m0R]

�(X)� E[m0R]

) E[m0R +m"
iRi]

�(X +m"
iRi)� E[m0R +m"

iRi]
>

E[m0R]

�(X)� E[m0R]
>

E[m0R�m"
iRi]

�(X �m"
iRi)� E[m0R�m"

iRi]

7Other examples of the axiomatic approach can be found in [4] and [6].
8Note that the initial risk measure �(Ri) in the per-unit RORAC of asset i is replaced

by the candidate of performance measure ai(X) of asset i.
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where ai(X) is the candidate measure of suitable risk contribution of
asset i, E[Ri] is the expected payo¤per unit of position i and 0 < m"

i <
"; for some small " > 0:

ii) If, for every unit of investment, the amount E[Ri]
ai(X)�E[Ri] is smaller than

that of the entire portfolio, then investing a little more in asset i
should decrease the performance of the entire portfolio, and reducing
the amount invested in asset i should enhance the RORAC of the entire
portfolio; In mathematical expressions, this is equivalent to

E[Ri]

ai(X)� E[Ri]
<

E[m0R]

�(X)� E[m0R]

) E[m0R +m"
iRi]

�(X +m"
iRi)� E[m0R +m"

iRi]
<

E[m0R]

�(X)� E[m0R]
<

E[m0R�m"
iRi]

�(X �m"
iRi)� E[m0R�m"

iRi]

where ai(X); E[Ri] and m"
i are de�ned in the same way as in 1.

Tasche shows in Theorem 4.4 ([28]) that the only function form ful�ll the
above requirements is @�(X)

@mi
:

We note that the limitation of his criterion is that the use of RORAC
is more appropriate to banks than to other �nancial institutions. So this
argument might not be appropriate in general. Nevertheless, the use of @�(X)

@mi

as a measure for risk contribution is justi�ed in the sense that it indicates
how the global performance changes if there is a little change locally, given
the local performance relationship with the overall portfolio.

4 Risk Measures

We examine three major risk measures, which are the Standard Deviation(and
its variants), the Value-at-Risk and the Expected Shortfall. Their strength
and weakness in measuring risk are compared. The criterion of good risk
measures, namely coherent risk measures are reviewed.

4.1 Standard Deviation and Its Variants

Following Markowitz ([18]), scholars and practitioners has been taking the
standard deviation as a "standard" risk measure for decades. Its most popu-
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lar form of great practical use is called the Tracking error, which is de�ned as
the standard deviation (also known as the volatility) of the excess return (or
payo¤) of a portfolio relative to a benchmark9. Despite its appealing feature
of computational ease, the standard deviation has been criticized for its in-
e¢ ciency of representing risk. The inherent �aw stems from the de�nition of
the standard deviation: both the �uctuations above the mean and below the
mean are taken as contributions to risk. This implies that a rational investor
would hate the potential gain to the same degree as the potential loss, if
the standard deviation were used as the risk measure when he optimizes his
portfolio. Furthermore, the standard deviation underestimates the tail risk
of the pay distribution, especially when the distribution is nonsymmetric.
The following example shows that, with the presence of option, the payo¤
distribution of a portfolio is asymmetric and thus the standard deviation fails
to capture the tail risk.
To remedy the de�ciency of the standard deviation, Markowitz ([18])

proposed a variant of the standard deviation, which emphasizes on the loss
part of the distribution. The general form is called the lower semi�-moment :
It is de�ned as follows:

�(X) = �(m0R) = �
p
E[((m0R� E(m0R))�)�] (6)

where (m0R � E(m0R))� =

�
�(m0R� E(m0R)) if m0R� E(m0R) < 0

0 if m0R� E(m0R) � 0 :

Note that when � = 2; �(m0R) =
p
E[((m0R� E(m0R))�)2] is called the

lower semi-standard deviation, which was proposed by Markowitz.

4.2 Value-at-Risk (VaR)

Value-at-risk, or VaR for short, has been widely accepted as a risk measure in
the last decade and has been frequently written into industrial regulations(see
[14] for an overview). The main reason is because it is conceptually easy. It
is de�ned as the minimum level of losses at a con�dence level of solvency
of 1 � �:(See �gure 2). That is, VaR can be interpreted as the minimum
amount of capital needed as reserve in order to prevent insolvency which
happens with probability �:

9Tracking error is sometimes de�ned as the return di¤erence between a portfolio and
a benchmark. We here de�ne it as the risk measure of the standard deviation associated
with the excess return, because it is widely accepted by the practioners.
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Figure 2: VaR at � level.

De�nition 4.1 The VaR at con�dence level (1��)10 is de�ned as the neg-
ative of the lower �-quantile of the gain/loss distribution, where � 2 (0; 1):
i.e.

V aR� = V aR�(X) = �q�(X) = � inffxjP (X � x) � �g (7)

where P _(�) is the probability measure.

An alternative de�nition of VaR is that V aR�(X) = E[X]�q�(X); which
is the di¤erence between the expected value of X and the lower �-quantile of
X: This relative form of VaR is already used in the performance measurement
of the Sharpe ratio in the last section.
Before we introduce the properties of VaR and evaluate how good or bad

it is, we have to �rst introduce the judging rules. Four criterion have been
proposed by Artzener et al. (1999).

Axiom 4.2 A risk measure � : G ! R is called a coherent risk measure
if and only if it satis�es the following properties:

a Positive homogeneity. (See De�nition 3.2)

b Monotonicity: X 2 G; X � 0) �(X) > 0:

10Typically, � takes the values such as 1%; 5% and 10%.
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c Translation invariance: X 2 G; c 2 R) �(X + c) = �(X)� c

d Subadditivity: X; Y 2 G; X + Y 2 G ) �(X + Y ) � �(X) + �(Y ):

Positive homogeneity makes sense because of liquidity concerns. When all
positions are increased by a multiple, risk is also increased by the same multi-
ple because it�s getting harder to liquidate larger positions. For monotonicity,
it requires that the risk measure should give a "negative" message when the
�nancial asset has a sure loss. The translation invariance property implies
that the risk-free asset should reduce the amount of risk by exactly the worth
of the risk-free asset. The subadditivity is important because it represents
the diversi�cation e¤ect. One can argue that a risk measure without this
property may lead to counterintuitive and unrealistic results.11

VaR satis�es property a-c but in general fails to satisfy the subadditiv-
ity12, which has been heavily criticized. Another pitfall of VaR is that it
only provides a minimum bound for losses and thus ignores any huge poten-
tial loss beyond that level. VaR could encourage individual traders to take
more unnecessary risk that could expose brokerage �rms to potentially huge
losses. In the portfolio optimization context, VaR is also under criticism be-
cause it is not convex in some cases and may lead to serious problems when
being used as a constraint. The following example shows that VaR is not
sub-additive(see also [29] for another example).

Example 4.3 Consider a call(with payo¤ X) and a put option(with payo¤
Y) that are both far out-of-money, written by two independent traders. As-
sume that each individual position leads to a loss in the interval [-4,-2] with
probability 3%, i.e. P (X < 0) = P (Y < 0) = 3% = p and a gain in the
interval [1,2] with probability 97%. Thus there is no risk at 5% for each po-
sition. But the �rm which the two traders belong to may have some loss at
5% level because the probability of loss is now

P (X + Y < 0) =

2X
i=1

(2i )p
i(1� p)2�i = 1� (1� p)2 = 5:91%

Therefore V aR5%(X + Y ) > V aR5%(X) + V aR5%(Y ) = 0:

11For examle(cf.[4]), an investor could be encouraged to split his or her account into two
in order to meet the lower margin requirement; a �rm may want to break up into two in
order to meet a capital requirement which they would not be able to meet otherwise.
12Note that only under the assumption of elliptical distributions is VaR sub-additive([7]).

In particular, VaR is sub-additive when � < :5 under the Gaussian assumption(cf. [4]).
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Figure 3: A jump occurs at &�(x) := V aR� of the distribution function
	(x; &) and there are more than one con�dence levels (��(x); �+(x)) which
give the same VaR.

4.3 Conditional Value-at-Risk or Expected Shortfall

While VaR has gained a lot of attention during the late nineties and early
this century, that fact that it is not a coherent risk measure casts doubt on
any application of VaR. Researchers start looking for alternatives to VaR. A
coherent measure, conditional value-at-risk(CVaR) or expected shortfall(ES)
was introduced. Similar concepts were introduced in names of mean excess
loss, mean shortfall, worse conditional expectation, tail conditional expecta-
tion or tail VaR. The de�nition varies across di¤erent writers. Acerbi and
Tasche (2002) clarify all the ambiguity of de�nitions of the VaR and the
CVaR and show the equivalence of the CVaR and the expected shortfall. At
the same time independently, Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002) also show the
equivalence and generalize their �nding in the previous paper to general loss
distributions, which incorporate discreteness or discontinuity.

De�nition 4.4 Suppose E[X�] <1, the expected shortfall at the level � of
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Figure 4: There are more than one candidate (&�(x); &+� (x)) of the VaR for
the same con�dence level.

X is de�ned as

ES� = ES�(X) (8)

= � 1
�
fE[X1fX��V aR�g]� V aR�(�� P [X � �V aR�])g

= � 1
�
fE[X1fX�q�(X)g] + q�(X)(�� P [X � q�(X)])g

The expected shortfall can be interpreted as the mean of the �-tail of the
loss distribution. Rockafellar and Uryasev(2002) de�ne the conditional value-
at-risk(CVaR) based on a rescaled probability distribution. Proposition 6 in
Rockafellar and Uryasev(2002) con�rms that the CVaR is essentially the
same as the ES. The subtleness in the de�nition of ES becomes especially
important when the loss distribution has a jump at the point of VaR, which
is usually the case in practice. Two cases of jump(or discontinuity) and
discreteness of the loss distribution, are illustrated in the �gure 3 and �gure
4, respectively.

If the loss distribution is continuous, then � = P [X � �V aR�] and the
expected shortfall de�ned above will reduce to

ES�(X) = �E[XjX � �V aR�]
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which coincides with the tail conditional expectation de�ned in Artzener et
al. (1999). It is worth mentioning that they show that the tail conditional
expectation is generally not subadditive thus not coherent (see also [2]).
We now show that the expected shortfall is a coherent risk measure.

Proposition 4.5 The expected shortfall(or conditional value-at-risk) de�ned
as (8) satis�es the axiom of coherent risk measures.
Proof.

i) Positive homogeneity:

ES�(tX)

= � 1
�
fE[tX1ftX��tV aR�(X)g]� tV aR�(X)(�� P [tX � �tV aR�(X)])g

= tES�(X)

ii) Monotonicity:

X � 0; V aR�(X) > 0)

ES�(X) = � 1
�
fE[X1fX��V aR�g]| {z }

�0

� V aR�(�� P [X � �V aR�| {z }]
=��1<0

)g

> 0

iii) Translation invariance:

ES�(X + c)

= � 1
�
fE[X1fX��V aR�g] + cP [X � �V aR�]

�(V aR� � c)(�� P [X � �V aR�])g

= � 1
�
fE[X1fX��V aR�g]� V aR�(�� P [X � �V aR�])g � c

= ES�(X)� c

iv) Subadditivity: This proof is based on Acerbi et. al. (2001). They use an
indicator function as follows:

1�fX�xg =

(
1fX�xg if P [X = x] = 0

1fX�xg +
��P [X�x]
P [X=x]

1fX=xg if P [X = x] > 0
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It is easy to see that
E[1�fX�xg] = � (9)

1�fX�q�g 2 [0; 1] (10)

1

�
E[X1�fX�q�g] = �ES�(X) (11)

We want to show that ES�(X + Y ) � ES�(X) + ES�(Y ): By 9, 10
and 11

ES�(X) + ES�(Y )� ES�(X + Y )

=
1

�
E[(X + Y )1�fX+Y�q�(X+Y )g �X1

�
fX�q�(X)g � Y 1

�
fY�q�(Y )g]

=
1

�
E[X(1�fX+Y�q�(X+Y )g � 1

�
fX�q�(X)g) +

Y (1�fX+Y�q�(X+Y )g � 1
�
fY�q�(Y )g)]

� 1

�
(q�(X)E[1

�
fX+Y�q�(X+Y )g � 1

�
fX�q�(X)g]| {z }

0

+

q�(Y )E[1
�
fX+Y�q�(X+Y )g � 1

�
fX�q�(X)g]| {z }

0

)

= 0

Pfulg(2000) proves that CVaR is coherent by using a di¤erent de�nition
of CVaR, which can be represented by an optimization problem(see also [24]).

5 Derivatives of Risk Measures

We are now ready to go one step further to the core of risk attribution
analysis, namely calculating the �rst order partial derivatives of risk measures
with respect to positions (recall from (4)). The task is not easy because
the objective functions of di¤erentiation of V aR and CV aR are probability
functions or quantiles. We introduce here the main results associated with
the derivatives.
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5.1 Tracking Error

5.1.1 Gaussian Approach

The tracking error is de�ned as the standard deviation of the excess return(or
payo¤) of a portfolio relative to a benchmark(see the footnote in section 3.1).
It is a well-established result that the standard deviation is di¤erentiable. By
assuming Gaussian distributions, Garman (1996, 1997) derives the close form
formula for the derivative of VaR13 from the variance-covariance matrix .
Mina (2002) implements the methodology to perform risk attribution, which
incorporates the feature of institutional portfolio decision making process in
�nancial institutions.
We �rst assume Gaussian distributions. Denote by b = (bi)

N
i=1the po-

sitions of a benchmark. Let w = (wi)
N
i=1 = (mi � bi)Ni=1 = m � b be the

excess positions(also called "bet") relative to the benchmark. Then w0R is
the excess payo¤ of the portfolio relative to the benchmark. Let 
 be the
variance-covariance matrix of the returns (ri)Ni=1. Then the tracking error is

TE =
p
w0
w (12)

The �rst order derivative with respect to w is

@TE

@w
=


wp
w0
w

= r (13)

which is an N � 1 vector. Therefore the risk contribution of the bet on asset
i can be written as

wiri = wi(

wp
w0
w

)i (14)

The convenience of equation (13) is that we can now play with any arbi-
trary partition of the portfolio so that the risk contribution of a subset of the
portfolio can be calculated as the inner product of r and the correspond-
ing vector of bets. For example, the portfolio can be sorted by industries
I1; : : : ; In; which are mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive. The risk
contribution of industry Ij is then �

0
jr; where �j = w
 1fi2Ijg and 1fi2Ijg is

an N � 1 vector whose�s ith elements is one if i 2 Ij and zero otherwise, for
all i = 1; : : : ; N: We can further determine the risk contribution of di¤erent
sectors in industry Ij in a similar way.

13One can thus derive the derivative of the standard deviation from the one of VaR,
because under normal distributions(more generally, under elliptical distributions), VaR is
a linear function of the standard deviation.
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5.1.2 Spherical and Elliptical Distributions

The Gaussian distributions can be generalized to the spherical or more gen-
erally, the elliptical distributions so that the tracking error can be still cal-
culated in terms of the variance-covariance matrix. We brie�y summarize
the facts about spherical and elliptical distributions. See Embrechts et al.
(2001) for details.
A random vectorR has a spherical distribution if for every orthogonal map

U 2 RN�N(i.e. UTU = UUT = IN ; where IN is the N -dimentional identity
matrix), UX d

= X:The de�nition implies that the distribution of a spherical
random variable is invariant to rotation of the coordinates. The character-
istic function of R is �R(�) = E[exp(i�0R)] = �(�0�) = �(�21 + � � � + �2N)
for some function � : R+ ! R; which is called the characteristic genera-
tor of the spherical distribution and we denote R~SN(�):Examples of the
spherical distributions include the Gaussian distributions, student-t distri-
butions, logistic distributions and etc. The random vector R is spherically
distributed(R~SN(�)) if and only if there exists a positive random variable
D such that

R
d
= D � U (15)

where U is a uniformly distributed random vector on the unit hypersphere(or
sphere) SN = fs 2 RN j ksk = 1g.
While the spherical distributions generalize the Gaussian family to the

family of symmetrically distributed and uncorrelated random vectors with
zero mean, the elliptical distributions are the a¢ ne transformation of the
spherical distributions. They are de�ned as follows:

De�nition 5.1 A random vector R has an elliptical distribution, denoted by
R~EN(�;�; �); if there exist X~SK(�); an N � K matrix A and � 2 RN
such that

R
d
= AX + �

where � = ATA is a K �K matrix.

The characteristic function is

�R(�) = E[exp(i�0(AX + �))] (16)

= exp(i�0�)E[i�0AX] = exp(i�0�)�(�T��)) (17)
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Thus the characteristic function of R � � is �R��(�) = �(�T��): Note that
the class of elliptical distributions includes the class of spherical distributions.
We have SN(�) = EN(0; IN ; �):
The elliptical representation EN(�;�; �) is not unique for the distribution

of R. For R~EN(�;�; �) = EN(~�; ~�; ~�); we have ~� = � and there exists a
constant c such that ~� = c� and ~�(u) = �(u

c
): One can choose �(u) such

that � = Cov(R); which is the variance-covariance matrix of R: Suppose

R~EN(�;�; �) and R
d
= AX + �; where X~SK(�). By (15), X

d
= D � U:

Then we have R d
= ADU + �: It follows that E[R] = � and Cov[R] =

AATE[D2]=N = �E[D2]=N since Cov[U ] = IN=N: So the characteristic
generator can be chosen as ~�(u) = �(u=c) such that ~� = Cov(R); where
c = N=E[D2]: Therefore, the elliptical distribution can be characterized by
its mean, variance-covariance matrix and its characteristic generator.
Just like the Gaussian distributions, the elliptical class preserves the prop-

erty that any a¢ ne transformation of an elliptically distributed random vec-
tor is also elliptical with the same characteristic generator �: That is, if
R ~EN(�;�; �), B 2 RK�N and b 2 RN then BR+ b~EK(B�+ b; B�BT ; �):
Applying these results to the portfolio excess payo¤ Y = w0R, we have

X~E1(w
0�;w0�w; �). The tracking error is again TE =

p
w0�w: The deriv-

ative of the tracking error is then similar to the one under the Gaussian case
derived in section (5.1.1). We can see that the variance-covariance matrix,
under elliptical distributions, plays the same important role of measuring
dependence of random variables, as in the Gaussian case. That is why the
tracking error can still be express in terms of the variance-covariance matrix.

5.1.3 Stable Approach

It is well-known that portfolio returns don�t follow normal distributions. The
early work of Mandelbrot (1963) and Fama (1965) built the framework of us-
ing stable distributions to model �nancial data. The excessively peaked,
heavy-tailed and asymmetric nature of the return distribution made the au-
thors reject the Gaussian hypothesis in favor of the stable distributions, which
can incorporate excess kurtosis, fat tails, and skewness.
The class of all stable distributions can be described by four parameters:

(�; �; �; �):The parameter � is the index of stability and must satisfy 0 < � �
2:When � = 2 we have the Gaussian distributions. The term stable Paretian
distributions is to exclude the case of Gaussian distributions (� = 2) from
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the general case. The parameter �; representing skewness of the distribution,
is within the range [�1; 1]: If � = 0; the distribution is symmetric; If � >
0; the distribution is skewed to the right and to the left if � < 0 . The
location is described by � and � is the scale parameter, which measures
the dispersion of the distribution corresponding to the standard deviation in
Gaussian distributions.
Formally, a random variable X is stable (Paretian stable, �-stable) dis-

tributed if for any a > 0 and b > 0 there exists some constant c > 0 and d 2 R
such that aX1 + bX2

d
= cX + d; where X1 and X2 are independent copies of

X: The stable distributions usually don�t have explicit forms of distribution
functions or density functions. But they are described by explicit character-
istic functions derived through the Fourier transformation. So the alternative
de�nition of a stable random variable X is that for � 2 (0; 2]; � 2 [�1; 1]
and � 2 R; X has the characteristic function of the following form:

�X(t) =

�
expf���jtj�(1� i�sign(t) tan ��

2
+ i�t)g if � 6= 1

expf��jtj(1 + i�sign(t) ln jtj+ i�t)g if � = 1
(18)

Then the stable random variableX is denoted byX~S�(�; �; �):In particular,
when both the skewness and location parameters � and � are zero, X is said
to be symmetric ��stable and denoted by X~S�S:
A random vector R of dimension N is multivariate stable distributed if

for any a > 0 and b > 0 there exists some constant c > 0 and a vector
D 2 RN such that aR1 + bR2

d
= cR +D; where R1 and R2 are independent

copies of R:The characteristic function now is

�R(�) =

(
expf�

R
SN
j�T sj�(1� isign(�T s) tan ��

2
)�(ds) + i�T�g if � 6= 1

expf�
R
SN
j�T sj�(1� i 2

�
sign(�T s) ln j�T sj)�(ds) + i�T�g if � = 1

(19)
where � 2 RN , � is a bounded nonnegative measure(also called a spectral
measure) on the unit sphere SN = fs 2 RN j ksk = 1g and � is the shift vector.
In particular, if R~S�S; we have �R(�) = expf�

R
SN
j�T sj��(ds)g: For an in-

depth coverage of properties and applications of stable distributions, we refer
to Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) and also Rachev and Mittnik (2000).
As far as risk attribution is concerned, we want to �rst express the port-

folio risk under the stable assumption and then di¤erentiate the measure
with respect to the portfolio weight. If the return vector R is multivariate
stable Paretian distributed(0 < � < 2); then all linear combinations of the
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components of R are stable with the same index �: For w 2 RN ; de�ned as
the di¤erence between the portfolio positions and the benchmark positions;
the portfolio gain Y = w0R =

PN
i=1wiRi is S�(�Y ; �Y ; �Y ): It can be shown

that the scale parameter of S�(�Y ; �Y ; �Y ) is

�Y = (

Z
SN

jw0sj��(ds)) 1� (20)

which is the analog of standard deviation in the Gaussian distribution. This
implies that �Y is the tracking error under the assumption that asset re-
turns are multivariate stable Paretian distributed. Thus we can use (20) as
the measure of portfolio risk. Similarly, the term ��Y =

R
SN
jw0sj��(ds) is

the variation of the stable Paretian distribution, which is the analog of the
variance.
The derivatives of �Y with respect to wi can be calculated for all i:

@�Y
@wi

=
1

�
(

Z
SN

jw0sj��(ds)) 1��1(
Z
SN

�jw0sj��1jsij�(ds)) (21)

As a special case of stable distributions, as well as a special case of the
elliptical distributions, we look at the sub-Gaussian S�S random vector. A
random vector R is sub-Gaussian S�S distributed if and only if it has the
characteristic function �Z(�) = expf�(�0Q�)�=2+i�0�g; whereQ is a positive
de�nite matrix called the dispersion matrix. By comparing this characteristic
function to the one in equation (16), we can see that the distribution of R
belongs to the elliptical class. The dispersion matrix is de�ned by

Q = [
Ri;j
2
]; where

Ri;j
2
= [Ri;Rj]� kRjk2��� (22)

The covariation between two symmetric stable Paretian random variables
with the same � is de�ned by

[Ri;Rj]� =

Z
S2

sis
<��1>
j �(ds)

where x<k> = jxjksign(x): It can be shown that when � = 2; [R1;R2]� =
1
2
cov(R1;R2): The variation is de�ned as [Ri;Ri]� = kRjk�� :
Since Z is elliptically distributed, by the results in the last section, the

linear combination of its components w0 /R~E1(w0�;Q; �) for some character-
istic generator �: Then the scale parameter �

w0 /R, which is just the tracking
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Figure 5: Comparision of the standard deviation and the scale parameter
under Gaussian distributions and Stable distributions.

error under this particular case, should be

�w0R =
p
w0Qw

where Q is determined by (22). The derivative of the tracking error is then
similar to the one under the Gaussian case derived in section (5.1.1).
For a given portfolio, �gure 5 compares the di¤erence of the tracking error

modeled under Gaussian distributions and the one under stable distributions(sub-
Gaussian S�S). Figure 6 compares the variance and variation under di¤erent
distribution assumptions.
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As a result, the stable assumption improves the tracking error�s predic-
tion power better than the Gaussian case. This is shown by the results of
backtesting, which is designed to test the predicting power of the model con-
sisting of VaR. Since the model we use all belong to the elliptical class, it
can be shown that VaR, de�ned as a quantile of the underlying distribu-
tion, is always a linear combination of the standard deviation or the scale
parameter(in the stable model), which are both de�ned as the tracking er-
ror. Therefore the e¢ ciency of the tracking error in the stable model can be
proved by the backtesting of VaR model. Figure (7) shows that there are 5
exceedings under the Gaussian assumption. The model is rejected because
the number of exceedings shouldn�t surpass 2.5 were the model correct. To
the contrary, �gure (8) con�rms that the stable model captures the heavy
tail and thus is a better one.
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exceedings and thus the model is rejected.
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The plot of one-year daily excess returns of a portfolio under the stable
assumption. The blue curves represent the16-84 quantile-range.The red

curve is the stable VaR at 99% con�dence interval. There is zero exceeding.
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5.2 Quantile Derivatives(VaR)

Though VaR is shown to be a problematic risk measure, we still want to
exploit its di¤erentiability because the derivative of the expected shortfall
depends on the derivative of the quantile measure. Under the assumption of
the Gaussian or the more general elliptical distributions, it is not hard to cal-
culate the derivatives of VaR as shown above, which can also be obtained by
rescaling the variance-covariance matrix because the VaR is a linear function
of the tracking error under the elliptical distributions ([12]). We present here
the general case. We assume that there exists a well-de�ned joint density
function for the random vector R:14

Proposition 5.2 Let R be an N � 1 random vector with the joint probabil-
ity density function of f(x1; : : : ; xn) satisfying P [X = V aR�(X)] 6= 0 and
�(X) = �(m0R) = V aR�(X) = V aR� be the risk measure de�ned in (7).
Then,

@V aR�(X)

@mi

= �E[Rij �X = V aR�(X)]; i = 1; : : : ; n (23)

Proof. First consider a bivariate case of a random vector (Y; Z) with a
smooth p:d:f: f(y; z):De�ne V aR� by

P [Y +m /R � V aR�] = �

Let m 6= 0; Z Z
(V aR��m /R)

f(y; z)dydz = �

Taking the derivative with respect to m, we haveZ
(
@V aR�
@m

� z)f(y = V aR� �mz; z)dz = 0

Then

@V aR�
@m

Z
f(V aR� �mz; z)dz =

Z
zf(V aR� �mz; z)dz

14Tasche (2000) discusses a slightly more general assumption, where he only assumes
the existence of the conditional density function of Xi given (X�i) := (Xj)j 6=i: He notes
that the existence of joint density implies the existence of the conditional counterpart but
not necessarily vice versa.
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Since
R
f(V aR� �mz; z)dz = P [Y +mZ = V aR�] 6= 0; we have

@V aR�
@m

=

R
zf(V aR� �mz; z)dzR
f(V aR� �mz; z)dz

= E[ZjY +mZ = V aR�]

Now replace Y = �
nX
j 6=i

mjRj and m = mi and Z = �Ri; we have for all i;

@V aR�
@mi

=
@�(X)

@mi

= �E[Rij �m0R = V aR�]

The risk contribution, de�ned as mi
@�(X)
@mi

in (4), is �miE[Rij � m0R =
V aR�] in the case of VaR.

5.3 Di¤erentiating The Expected Shortfall

The expected shortfall can be written in terms of an interval of VaR.(cf. [2])
This representation facilitates di¤erentiating the expected shortfall because
we already know the derivative of VaR.

Proposition 5.3 (Tasche 2002) Let X be a random variable, q�(X) the �-
quantile de�ned in (7) for � 2 (0; 1) and f : R! [0;1) a function such that
Ejf(X)j� <1: Then ;Z a

0

f(qu(X))du = E[f(X)1fX�q�(X)g] + f(q�(X))(�� P [X � q�(X)]) (24)

Proof. Consider a uniformly distributed random variable U on [0; 1]: We
claim that the random variable Z = qU(X) has the same distribution as X,
because P (Z � x) = P (qU(X) � x) = P (F�X (U) � x) = P (U � FX(x)) =
FX(x): Since u! qU(X) is non-decreasing we have

fU � �g � fqU(X) � q�(X)g (25)

fU > �g \ fqU(X) � q�(X)g � fqU(X) = q�(X)g (26)
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(25) implies that fU > �g \ fqU(X) � q�(X)g + fU � �g = fqU(X) �
q�(X)g:ThenZ a

0

f(qu(X))du = EU [f(Z)1fU��g]

= EU [f(Z)1fZ�q�(X)g]� EU [f(Z)1fU>�g\fZ�q�(X)g]
= E[f(X)1fX�q�(X)g] + f(q�(X))P [fU > �g \ fX � q�(X)g]
= E[f(X)1fX�q�(X)g] + f(q�(X))(�� P [X � qa(X))

Corollary 5.4 Given the VaR and the expected shortfall de�ned in (7) and
(8), the following is true:

ES� =
1

�

Z �

0

V aRu(X)du (27)

Proof. Let f(X) = X: By (8) and (24), we haveZ a

0

f(qu(X))du =

Z a

0

qu(X)du

= E[f(X)1fX�q�(X)g] + q�(X)(�� P [X � q�(X)]) = ��ES�

Then dividing both sides by �� and replacing �qu(X) by V aRu(X) yield
the result.

Proposition 5.5 The partial derivative of ES� de�ned in (8) is

@ES�
@mi

= �1
a
fE[Ri1fX�q�(X)g]+E[RijX = qu(X)](��P [X � q�(X)])g (28)

Proof. Given the representation in (27) and by (23), we have

@ES�
@mi

=
1

�

Z �

0

@V aRu
@mi

du (29)

= � 1
�

Z �

0

E[Rij �X = V aRu(X)]du

= � 1
�

Z �

0

E[RijX = qu(X)]du (30)
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We can apply Proposition 5.3 again. Let f(x) = E[RijX = x]; thenZ �

0

E[RijX = qu(X)]du = E[E[RijX]1fX�q�(X)g]+E[RijX = qu(X)](��P [X � q�(X)])
(31)

The �rst term

E[E[RijX]1fX�q�(X)g] = EfE[RijX]jX � q�(X)g � P [X � q�(X)]
= E[RijX � q�(X)g � P [X � q�(X)]
= E[Ri1fX�q�(X)g] (32)

Then equation (31) becomesZ �

0

E[RijX = qu(X)]du = E[Ri1fX�q�(X)g]+E[RijX = qu(X)](��P [X � q�(X)])

Plugging this into (29) completes the proof.

6 Conclusion

We have reviewed the methodology of risk attribution, along with the prop-
erties of di¤erent risk measures and their calculation of derivatives. The
rationale of risk attribution is that risk managers need to know where the
major source of risk in their portfolio come from. The stand-alone risk sta-
tistics are useless in identifying the source of risk because of the presence of
correlations with other assets. The partial derivative of the risk measure is
justi�ed to be an appropriate measure of risk contributions and therefore can
help locating the major risk.
Having a good measure of risk is critical for risk attribution. A good risk

measure should at least satisfy the coherent criterion. The widely accepted
measure of volatility could be a poor measure when the distribution is not
symmetric. VaR is doomed to be a history because of its non-subadditivity
and non-convexity. The conditional VaR or expected shortfall seems promis-
ing and is expected to become a dominant risk measure widely adopted in
risk management.
Yet there are still some questions that haven�t been answered. The sta-

tistical methods of estimating the risk contribution terms need to be further
studied. Under the more general assumption of the distribution, the risk at-
tribution results might be more accurate. The limitation of risk attribution
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analysis is that the risk contribution �gure is a marginal concept. Risk attri-
bution serves the purpose of hedging the major risk, which is closely related
to portfolio optimization. How exactly the information extracted from the
risk attribution process can be used in the portfolio optimization process still
needs to be exploited. The two processes seem to be interdependent. Their
interactions and relationship could be the topic of further studies.
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